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Spirit Hunter Jul 01
2022 On the
dangerous Silk
Road - the age-old
trade route that
runs all the way
from Europe to
China - a young
woman, Asena, is
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captured by a
Shaolin devotee,
Swiftarrow. Asena
is taken to the
ancient city of
Peking, where she
is forced to begin
her life anew &
learn the ways of
the Shaolin.
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The Fourth
Industrial
Revolution Aug 02
2022 This book
explores the core
themes of the
Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR)
highlighting the
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transformation that
has been occurring
in society and
business.
Representing an
interface between
technologies in the
physical, digital and
biological
disciplines the book
explores emerging
technologies such
as artificial
intelligence,
robotics, the
Internet of Things,
autonomous
vehicles, 3-D
printing,
nanotechnology,
biotechnology,
materials science,
energy storage, and
quantum
computing. The
findings of
collaborative
research studies on
the potential impact
of the 4IR on the
labour markets,
occupations, future
workforce
competencies and
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skills associated
with eight industry
sectors in Australia
are reported. The
sectors are:
agriculture and
mining;
manufacturing and
logistics; health,
medical and
nursing; education;
retail; financial
services;
government
services and
tourism.
When We Caught
Fire Aug 22 2021
From the New York
Times bestselling
author of the Luxe
series comes a lush,
romantic novel
about the love
triangle that started
Chicago’s infamous
Great Fire. It’s
1871, and
Emmeline Carter is
poised to take
Chicago’s high
society by storm.
Between her
father’s sudden rise
2/23

to wealth and her
recent engagement
to Chicago’s most
eligible bachelor,
Emmeline has it all.
But she can’t stop
thinking about the
life she left behind,
including her
childhood
sweetheart, Anders
Magnuson. Fiona
Byrne, Emmeline’s
childhood best
friend, is delighted
by her friend’s
sudden rise to
prominence,
especially since it
means Fiona is free
to pursue Anders
herself. But when
Emmeline risks
everything for one
final fling with
Anders, Fiona feels
completely
betrayed. As the
summer turns to
fall, the city is at a
tipping point:
friendships are
tested, hearts are
Access
broken, and
the Free
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tiniest spark might
set everything
ablaze. Sweeping,
soapy, and
romantic, this is a
story about an epic
love triangle—one
that will literally set
the city ablaze and
change the lives of
three childhood
friends forever.
Titanic: The Long
Night Feb 25 2022
Two teenagers
discover true love
aboard the doomed
ocean liner
Elizabeth Farr
never wanted to
return to America.
During her family’s
vacation abroad,
she has fallen in
love with England,
and is despondent
when her father
refuses to let her
stay. Returning to
New York means
having her debut
into society, and
that means a swiftly
arranged marriage.
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Elizabeth will never
go to college, never
learn to be a
reporter—as she
sees it, her life is
over as soon as the
Titanic reaches
port. Of course, if
she’s unlucky, her
life will be over far
sooner than that. As
Elizabeth and her
family settle into
their first-class
cabins, Katie
Hanrahan, a young
Irish girl with
dreams of finding
fortune in America,
makes her way to a
steerage berth.
Both girls have
plans for the future,
but love and death
are about to
intervene. This
ebook features an
illustrated
biography of Diane
Hoh including rare
photos and neverbefore-seen
documents from the
author’s personal
3/23

collection.
Everyone Worth
Knowing Nov 12
2020 Realizing that
her prestigious
investment banking
job is making her
miserable, Bette
Robinson
impulsively quits
and accepts an
opportunity with a
successful PR firm,
a job that tests the
boundary between
her personal and
professional lives.
Before I Die Sep 22
2021 Tessa has just
a few months to
live. So she
compiles her bucket
list, her To Do
Before I Die list.
Number one is sex.
Released from the
constraints of
'normal' life, Tessa
tastes new
experiences to
make her feel alive
while her failing
body struggles to
keep up. Access Free
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Heartbreaking yet
astonishingly lifeaffirming, Before I
Die will take you to
the very edge.
Turtle in Paradise
Feb 02 2020 In
Jennifer L. Holm's
New York Times
bestselling,
Newbery Honor
winning middle
grade historical
fiction novel, life
isn't like the
movies. But then
again, 11-year-old
Turtle is no Shirley
Temple She's smart
and tough and has
seen enough of the
world not to expect
a Hollywood
ending. After all,
it's 1935 and jobs
and money and
sometimes even
dreams are scarce.
So when Turtle's
mama gets a job
housekeeping for a
lady who doesn't
like kids, Turtle
says goodbye
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without a tear and
heads off to Key
West, Florida to live
with relatives she's
never met. Florida's
like nothing Turtle's
ever seen before
though. It's hot and
strange, full of rag
tag boy cousins,
family secrets,
scams, and even
buried pirate
treasure! Before
she knows what's
happened, Turtle
finds herself
coming out of the
shell she's spent
her life building,
and as she does,
her world opens up
in the most
unexpected ways.
Filled with
adventure, humor
and heart, Turtle in
Paradise is an
instant classic both
boys and girls with
love. Includes an
Author's Note with
photographs and
further background
4/23

on the Great
Depression, as well
as additional
resources and
websites. Starred
Review, Kirkus
Reviews: "Sweet,
funny and superb."
Starred Review,
Booklist: "Just the
right mixture of
knowingness and
hope . . . a hilarious
blend of family
drama seasoned
with a dollop of
adventure."
Anvil of God Apr
17 2021 It is 741.
After subduing the
pagan religions in
the east, halting the
march of Islam in
the west, and
conquering the
continent for the
Merovingian kings,
mayor of the palace
Charles the
Hammer has one
final ambition—the
throne. Only one
thing stands in his
Free
way—he isAccess
dying.
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Charles cobbles
together a plan to
divide the kingdom
among his three
sons, betroth his
daughter to a
Lombard prince to
secure his southern
border, and keep
the Church unified
behind them
through his friend
Bishop Boniface.
Despite his best
efforts, the only
thing to reign after
Charles’s death is
chaos. His daughter
has no intention of
marrying anyone,
let alone a Lombard
prince. His two
eldest sons
question the rights
of their younger
pagan stepbrother,
and the Church
demands a steep
price for their
support. Son battles
son, Christianity
battles paganism,
and Charles’s
daughter flees his
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court for an
enemy’s love. Based
on a true story,
Anvil of God is a
whirlwind of love,
honor, sacrifice,
and betrayal that
follows a bereaved
family’s relentless
quest for power and
destiny.
United We Spy
(10th Anniversary
Edition) Oct 24
2021 Celebrate the
10th anniversary of
the New York Times
best-selling
Gallagher Girls
series with this new
edition, featuring
an exclusive new
epilogue from Ally
Carter! Cammie
Morgan has lost her
father and her
memory, but in the
heart-pounding
conclusion to the
best-selling
Gallagher Girls
series, she finds her
greatest mission
yet. Cammie and
5/23

her friends finally
know why the
terrorist
organization called
the Circle of Cavan
has been hunting
her. Now the spy
girls and Zach must
track down the
Circle's elite
members to stop
them before they
implement a master
plan that will
change Cammieand her countryforever. Get ready
for the Gallagher
Girls' most
astounding
adventure yet as
the series comes to
breathtaking
conclusion that will
have readers racing
to the last page.
The Flappers: Diva
Jun 07 2020
Parties, bad boys
and speakeasies –
life in Manhattan
has become a
woozy blur for
Access Free
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Lorraine Dyer and
Gloria Carmody.
But all of that is
about to change
when their best
friend, Marcus
Eastman, gets
engaged. But the
betrothed is not
who she appears to
be, and uncovering
her lies – and
stopping the
wedding – leads the
girls into
adventures every
bit as scandalous
and heady as those
in the first two
novels.
Unconventional
Warfare (Special
Forces, Book 1)
May 19 2021
Discover the secret
missions behind
America's greatest
conflicts. Danny
Manion has been
fighting his entire
life. Sometimes
with his fists.
Sometimes with his
words. But when
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his actions finally
land him in real
trouble, he can't
fight the judge who
offers him a choice:
jail... or the army.
Turns out there's a
perfect place for
him in the US
military: the
Studies and
Observation Group
(SOG), an elite
volunteer-only task
force comprised of
US Air Force
Commandos, Army
Green Berets, Navy
SEALS, and even a
CIA agent or two.
With the SOG's
focus on covert
action and
psychological
warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an
unusual tour of
duty, and a hugely
dangerous one.
Fortunately, the
very same qualities
that got him in
trouble at home
make him a natural6/23

born commando in
a secret war. Even
if almost nobody
knows he's there.
National Book
Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a
new, explosive
fiction series based
on the real-life, topsecret history of US
black ops.
Books by
Horseback May 07
2020 "Capturing
one librarian's
breathtaking
fictional journey is
a riveting way to
showcase and
honor the risky
work of these real
librarians, and the
text communicates
a deep reverence
for their missionand their
tremendous
fortitude.
Illustrations depict
a pale, red-haired
librarian, nearly
always smiling
despite theAccess Free
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obstacles that
nature puts in her
path. Light and
shadow are used
effectively to
convey Mother
Earth's shifting
moods...
Educational and
inspiring." -Kirkus
Reviews Books By
Horseback is a
breathtaking
adventure of a
heroic Pack Horse
Librarian who
braves the harsh
terrain of rural
Kentucky to bring
books to children
who need them.
Deep into
Appalachia, during
the Great
Depression food,
education, and
opportunities were
scarce. Kentucky
had fallen behind
its neighboring
states in electricity
and highways, and
the folks who lived
in the craggy,
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mountainous region
were struggling to
survive. But
courageous
librarians were up
to the challenge!
Edith, a young Pack
Horse Librarian,
and her faithful
horse Dan,
adventure through
rough terrain and a
pending storm in
order to deliver
books to kids who
desperately need
them in this richly
illustrated tale.
Edith, like all Pack
Horse Librarians,
heroically risked
their own safety to
serve the most
vulnerable
members of their
community.
Librarians like
Edith helped an
entire generation
learn to read and
gain lifesaving
knowledge in a
critical time in
history.
7/23

Three Daughters
Dec 02 2019 From
the fertile hills of a
tiny village near
Jerusalem to the
elegant townhouses
of Georgetown,
Three Daughters is
a historical saga
that chronicles the
lives, loves, and
secrets of three
generations of
Palestinian
Christian women.
Born in rural
Palestine, just
before the dawn of
the twentieth
century, Miriam
adores her father
and is certain his
love will protect
her, but she soon
finds that tradition
overrides love.
Uprooted by war,
Miriam enters a
world where the old
constraints slip
away with thrilling
and disastrous
results. Miriam's
Free
rebellious Access
daughter,
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Nadia, is thrilled
with the
opportunity for a
modern life that her
elite education
provides. But when
she falls in love
with an outsider,
the clan reins her
back with a
shocking finality.
Nijmeh, Nadia's
daughter, is an only
child and the path
her father, the
sheik, sets for her is
fraught with
difficulties, yet it
prepares her for
her ultimate
journey to America,
where she finds her
future. Each
woman, in her own
time and in her own
way, experiences a
world in transition
through war and
social change...and
each must stretch
the bounds of her
loyalty, her
courage, and her
heart.
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Fire In You Mar 29
2022 From the # 1
New York Times
bestselling author
of Wait for You and
Be With Me, comes
a richly moving
story about
heartbreak and
guilt, second
chances and, most
of all, hope... Six
years ago, Jillian
Lima's whole world
was destroyed. The
same night her
childhood love
Brock Mitchell
broke her heart,
her life was
irrevocably altered
by a stranger with a
gun. After years
spent slowly
rebuilding the
shattered pieces of
her life, Jillian is
finally ready to stop
existing in a past
full of pain and
regret and is
determined to start
living. The one
thing she never
8/23

expected was the
impossibly
handsome Brock
walking back into
her life... Brock
can't believe that
the breathtaking
woman standing
before him now is
the little girl who
used to be his
shadow growing up.
Unable to stay away
from each other,
their tentative
friendship soon
sparks into
something more
and the red-hot
chemistry sizzling
between them can
no longer be
denied. But falling
for Brock again
risks more than just
Jillian's heart. When
the past resurfaces,
and a web of lies
threatens to rip
them apart, the
fallout could lay
waste to everything
they've ever cared
about... Access Free
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Up to This Pointe
Aug 29 2019
Harper had a plan.
It went south. Hand
this utterly unique
contemporary YA to
anyone who loves
ballet or is a little
too wrapped up in
their Plan A. (It's
okay to fail,
people!) Harper
Scott is a dancer.
She and her best
friend, Kate, have
one goal: becoming
professional
ballerinas. And
Harper won’t let
anything—or
anyone—get in the
way of The Plan,
not even the boy
she and Kate are
both drawn to.
Harper is a Scott.
She’s related to
Robert Falcon
Scott, the explorer
who died racing
Amundsen and
Shackleton to the
South Pole.
Amundsen won
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because he had a
plan, and Harper
has always followed
his model. So when
Harper’s life takes
an unexpected turn,
she finagles (read:
lies) her way to the
icy dark of
McMurdo Station . .
. in Antarctica.
Extreme, but
somehow
fitting—apparently
she has always
been in the dark,
dancing on ice this
whole time. And no
one warned her.
Not her family, not
her best friend, not
even the boy who
has somehow found
a way into her
heart. It will take a
visit from
Shackleton's ghost-the explorer who
didn't make it to the
South Pole, but who
got all of his men
out alive--to teach
Harper that success
isn't always what's
9/23

important,
sometimes it's more
important to learn
how to fail
successfully. A Kids'
Indie Next List
Selection "Longo
makes Harper a
standout character
of fire,
commitment, and
sass." —The
Bulletin, Starred
Review "A stunning
love letter to ballet
and San Francisco,
Jennifer Longo's
(Six Feet Over It)
quirky sophomore
novel, Up to This
Pointe, is the
perfect meld of
adorable and heartwrenching." —Shelf
Awareness, Starred
Review "One of the
most breathtaking
explorations of
navigating
heartbreak that I've
ever read. This is
one for the ages."
—Martha
Access Free
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author of The Game
of Love and Death
"Longo's book
brings the reader
intimately into
Harper's
heartbreak and
healing in a way
that will speak to
readers of all ages."
—Anna Eklund,
University Book
Store, Seattle, WA
"Incisively written.
Longo makes it
easy to
commiserate with
Harper as she tries
to move past
disappointment and
envision a new path
forward."
—Publishers
Weekly "A moving
love letter to dance,
dreams, and San
Francisco."
—Kirkus Reviews
"Harper is a welldeveloped,
relatable character.
Her inner
monologue is witty
and dominates most
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of the novel, giving
a unique
perspective. . . . A
recommended read
for determined
teens with an
interest in following
and exploring their
dreams." —School
Library Journal
"Harper’s
temporary Antarctic
life is evoked with
as much vivid,
fascinating detail as
her 'second home,'
the ballet studio. . .
. An affecting,
memorable
examination of
disappointment and
loss." —The Horn
Book Review
"Longo's fabulous
depiction of
McMurdo and the
winter residents
captures the
beauty, humor, and
danger of such an
isolated existence.
An adventure story
with lots of heart."
—Booklist
10/23

Diva Nov 05 2022
If you love The
Great Gatsby, you'll
want to read the
Flappers series. Joy
and tragedy collide
in DIVA, the
riveting conclusion
to the Flappers
series, set in the
dazzling Roaring
Twenties. Parties,
bad boys,
speakeasies—life in
Manhattan has
become a woozy
blur for Clara
Knowles. If Marcus
Eastman truly loved
her, how could he
have fallen for
another girl so
quickly? Their
romance mustn't
have been as
magical as Clara
thought. And if she
has to be unhappy,
she's going to drag
everyone else down
to the depths of
despair right along
with her. Being a
Access
Free
Barnard girl
is the
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stuff of Lorraine
Dyer's dreams.
Finding out that
Marcus is marrying
a gold digger who
may or may not be
named Anastasia? A
nightmare. The old
Lorraine would
have sat by and let
the chips fall where
they may, but she's
grown up a lot
these past few
months. She can't
bear to see Marcus
lose a chance for
true love. But will
anyone listen to
her? Now that the
charges against her
have been dropped,
Gloria Carmody is
spending the last
dizzying days of
summer on Long
Island, yachting on
the sound and
palling around with
socialites at Forrest
Hamilton's swanky
villa. Beneath her
smile, though,
Gloria's keeping a
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secret. One that
could have deadly
consequences . . .
Faking Faith Dec
26 2021 Dylan
Mahoney is living
one big unholy lie.
Thanks to a
humiliating and
painfully public
sexting incident,
Dylan has become
the social pariah at
her suburban
Chicago high
school. She’s
ignored by
everyone—when
she’s not being
taunted—and
estranged from her
two best friends. So
when Dylan
discovers the blogs
of homeschooled
fundamentalist
Christian girls,
she’s immediately
drawn into their
fascinating world of
hope chests,
chaperoned
courtships, and
wifely submission.
11/23

Blogging as Faith,
her devout and
wholesome alter
ego, Dylan
befriends Abigail,
the online group’s
queen bee. After
staying with Abigail
and her family for a
few days, Dylan
begins to grow
closer to Abigail
(and her
intriguingly
complicated older
brother). Soon,
Dylan is forced to
choose: keep living
a lie . . . or come
clean and face the
consequences. A
Junior Library Guild
Selection Praise:
"Josie Bloss writes
about
obsession—charact
ers who are
obsessed with band
or music, obsessed
with a boy,
obsessed with
someone else's life.
They're themes to
Access Free
which all young
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adults—popular or
not—can
relate."—INDIANAP
OLIS STAR
3 Willows Jan 03
2020 It is a new
summer. And a new
sisterhood. Come
grow with them.
Summer is a time to
grow seeds Polly
has an idea that she
can't stop thinking
about, one that
involves changing a
few things about
herself. She's
setting her sights
on a more
glamorous life, but
it's going to take all
of her focus. At
least that way she
won't have to watch
her friends moving
so far ahead.rootsJo
is spending the
summer at her
family's beach
house, working as a
busgirl and bonding
with the older,
cooler girls she'll
see at high school
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come September.
She didn't count on
a brief fling with a
cute boy changing
her entire summer.
Or feeling
embarrassed by her
middle-school
friends. And she
didn't count on her
family at all. . .
leaves Ama is not
an outdoorsy girl.
She wanted to be at
an academic camp,
doing research in
an air-conditioned
library, earning As.
Instead her summer
scholarship lands
her on a wilderness
trip full of flirting
teenagers, blisters,
impossible hiking
trails, and a sad
lack of hair
products.
Vixen Sep 03 2022
In 1923 Chicago,
seventeen-year-old
Gloria Carmody
rebels against her
upcoming society
wedding by visiting
12/23

a speakeasy, while
her Pennsylvania
cousin, Clara, hides
similar tastes and
her best friend,
Lorraine, makes
plans of her own.
Three Hours in
Paris Jul 09 2020 In
June of 1940, when
Paris fell to the
Nazis, Hitler spent
a total of three
hours in the City of
Light—abruptly
leaving, never to
return. To this day,
no one knows why.
Kate Rees, a young
American
markswoman, has
been recruited by
British intelligence
to drop into Paris
with a dangerous
assignment:
assassinate the
Führer. Wrecked by
grief after a
Luftwaffe bombing
killed her husband
and infant
daughter, she is
Free
armed withAccess
a rifle,
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a vendetta, and a
fierce resolve. But
other than rushed
and rudimentary
instruction, she has
no formal spy
training. Thrust
into the red-hot
center of the war, a
country girl from
rural Oregon finds
herself holding the
fate of the world in
her hands. When
Kate misses her
mark and the plan
unravels, Kate is on
the run for her
life—all the time
wrestling with the
suspicion that the
whole operation
was a set-up. New
York Times
bestselling author
Cara Black is at her
best as she brings
Occupation-era
France to vivid life
in this masterful,
pulse-pounding
story about one
young woman with
the temerity—and
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drive—to take on
Hitler himself.
*Features an
illustrated map of
1940s Paris as full
color endpapers.
Inside Story Apr
05 2020 Martin
Amis's dazzling
autobiographical
novel of a unique
literary life seen
through the lens of
friendships, family,
sex and love, is
wise, warm,
heartbreaking and
funny: the heart-toheart testimony of
an incomparable
writer. This is the
portrait of an
extraordinary life
lived by a great
writer. Martin Amis
leads us through
boisterous romantic
entanglements and
literary friendships,
the encompassing
ties of family to
generously
revealing details
about how to write
13/23

(from the master of
prose style), and
finally to the
intimate sorrow of a
death closely felt.
Inside Story had its
birth in a
death—that of the
author's closest
friend, the beloved
thinker and writer
Christopher
Hitchens. From
their early days as
young magazine
staffers in London,
Hitchens was
Martin's wingman
and adviser,
especially in the
matter of the
alluringly amoral,
unforgettable
Phoebe Phelps—an
obsession Martin
must somehow put
behind him if he is
ever to find love,
marriage, a
plausible run at
happiness. We meet
the literary giants
who influenced
Access Free
him—his father
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Kingsley Amis, his
hero Saul Bellow,
the weirdly selffinessing poet
Philip Larkin, and
significant literary
women, from Iris
Murdoch to
Elizabeth Jane
Howard. Moving
among these greats
to set his own path,
Martin's quest is a
tender, witty
exploration of the
hardest questions:
how to live, how to
be a husband and
father, how to
grieve, and how to
die? In his search
for answers, he
surveys the horrors
of the twentieth
century, and the
still-unfolding
impact of 9/11 on
the twenty-first,
and considers what
all this has taught
him about how to
be a writer. The
result is a love
letter to life and to
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the people in his
life, which is a
wonder of literary
invention—wise,
meditative,
heartbreaking, and
funny.
The Sense of an
Ending Nov 24
2021 'A
masterpiece... I
would urge you to
read - and re-read '
Daily Telegraph
**Winner of the
Man Booker Prize
for Fiction 2011**
Tony Webster and
his clique first met
Adrian Finn at
school. Sex-hungry
and book-hungry,
they would navigate
the girl-less sixth
form together,
trading in
affectations, injokes, rumour and
wit. Maybe Adrian
was a little more
serious than the
others, certainly
more intelligent,
but they all swore
14/23

to stay friends for
life. Now Tony is
retired. He's had a
career and a single
marriage, a calm
divorce. He's
certainly never
tried to hurt
anybody. Memory,
though, is
imperfect. It can
always throw up
surprises, as a
lawyer's letter is
about to prove.
Now a major film
A Taxonomy of
Love Oct 31 2019 A
YA romance—with a
sparkling
commercial voice
and a dash of
science—that
explores a
relationship over
six years The
moment Spencer
meets Hope the
summer before
seventh grade, it’s
something at first
sight. The pair
become fast
Access Free
friends, climbing
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trees and planning
world travels. After
years of being
outshone by his
older brother and
teased because of
his Tourette
syndrome, Spencer
finally feels like he
belongs. But as
Hope and Spencer
get older and life
gets messier, the
clear label of
“friend” gets
messier, too.
Through sibling
feuds and family
tragedies, new
relationships and
broken hearts, the
two grow together
and apart, and
Spencer, an
aspiring scientist,
tries to map it all
out using his trusty
system of
taxonomy. He
wants to identify
and classify their
relationship, but in
the end, he finds
that life doesn’t
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always fit into easyto-manage boxes,
and it’s this messy
complexity that
makes life so rich
and beautiful.
Betsy and the
Emperor Jan 15
2021 "Think, my
dear -- just think
what it will be like,
to be known as the
girl who freed the
great Napoleon
Bonaparte!"
Fourteen-year-old
English girl Betsy
Balcombe and her
family have a most
unusual house
guest: Napoleon
Bonaparte, former
emperor of France
and the most feared
man on earth. Once
lord and master to
eighty-two million
souls, now in 1815,
Napoleon is a
captive of the
British people.
Stripped of his
empire and robbed
of his young family
15/23

and freedom, he is
confined to the
forbidding, ratinfested island of
St. Helena, where a
cruel jailer and
more than two
thousand British
troops guard his
every move. The
one bright star in
Napoleon's black
sky is Betsy, a
blazingly rebellious
teenager whose
family is reluctantly
housing the
notorious prisoner.
Betsy is the only
foreigner
Napoleon's ever
met who is not
impressed by him
and doesn't tremble
at the sight of him -and Napoleon is
more than
intrigued. After fits
and starts, a most
remarkable
friendship develops
between Betsy and
the emperor -- a
friendship Access
that Free
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transcends age and
politics. As Betsy
develops from a
gangly, tomboyish
girl to a blossoming
young woman, this
unexpected and
wonderful alliance
survives inevitable
gossip and growing
pains, giving Betsy
the courage to
pursue her dreams - and Napoleon the
courage to face his
dark future. It also
inspires Betsy to
hatch a daring and
dangerous plan on
Napoleon's behalf,
a scheme that could
threaten both of
their lives and
shake entire
empires to their
foundations. Based
on true events,
Staton Rabin's story
blends humor,
adventure, and
poignant drama,
vividly revealing
new insights into
the heart and mind
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of one of the most
towering,
fascinating
historical figures of
our time -- and tells
a tale of hope and
bravery that will
inspire readers to
their own heights of
courage.
The Thing About
Bees Apr 29 2022
An exploration of
the importance of
bees in our world is
offered through the
author's lyrical
observations to his
young sons, often
with analogies
between the insects
and children, and
always beautifully
presented with
unconditional love
for them both.
Larkin's Letters
May 31 2022 "I left
you something on
the nightstand," she
said. "You did?
What is it?" "Just
turn over and look,"
she pleaded. He
16/23

turned over to look,
hesitantly, not
wanting to look
away from her. She
always seemed to
disappear every
time he looked
away. A manila
envelope lay atop
the white rustic
nightstand and the
word "Ryan" that
was penned across
the front was
beckoning him. He
glared at the
envelope for just a
moment before
turning back to her.
But she was gone.
As Ryan Boone
struggles to come
to grips with not
being able to keep a
promise he made to
his dying wife,
Larkin's Letters
propels readers into
the mind of Ryan as
he struggles with
frequent visits from
her ghost and a
series of letters she
AccessRyan
Free
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worked hard to
become one of
Hollywood's most
sought-after actors,
but no matter how
busy or famous he
became, he always
remained loyal to
his childhood best
friend, Larkin
James. When Larkin
is diagnosed with
leukemia, Ryan
sacrifices his career
to be by her side
and in turn realizes
how much he had
always loved her.
Throughout
Larkin's sickness,
Ryan promised that
he wouldn't let her
die alone. But we
learn that not all of
our promises are
within our control.
Minesweeper
(Special Forces,
Book 2) Aug 10
2020 "All the sizzle,
chaos, noise and
scariness of war is
clay in the hands of
ace storyteller
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Lynch." -- Kirkus
Reviews for the
World War II series
Discover the secret
missions behind
America's greatest
conflicts.Fergus
Frew thought he
knew what to
expect when he
signed up with the
Navy's demolitions
team. But as the
Korean War rages
on, Fergus and his
fellow divers -- AKA
"frogmen" -- are
tasked with more
than just scouting
mudflats. Soon
they're planting
mines. And
sabotaging tunnels,
bridges... and even
fishing nets.
Strangest of all, it
falls to Fergus to
transport a spy into
the country -- and
that means
traveling far from
Navy-controlled
waters.But frogmen
are amphibious.
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And Fergus may not
realize it, but he's
in a position to
change the way the
whole world thinks
about
combat.National
Book Award finalist
Chris Lynch
continues his
explosive fiction
series based on the
real-life, top-secret
history of US black
ops and today's
heroic Navy SEALs.
Wicked Sep 10
2020 Each title in
The Applause
Libretto Library
Series presents a
Broadway musical
with fresh
packaging in a 6 x 9
trade paperback
format. Each
Complete Book and
Lyrics is approved
by the writers and
attractively
designed with color
photo inserts from
the Broadway
Access
production.
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titles include
introduction and
foreword by
renowned
Broadway musical
experts. Long
before Dorothy
dropped in, two
other girls meet in
the Land of Oz.
One, born with
emerald green skin,
is smart, fiery, and
misunderstood. The
other is beautiful,
ambitious, and very
popular. The story
of how these two
unlikely friends end
up as the Wicked
Witch of the West
and Glinda the
Good Witch makes
for the most
spellbinding new
musical in years.
Your Own, Sylvia
Jul 21 2021 On a
bleak February day
in 1963 a young
American poet died
by her own hand,
and passed into a
myth that has since
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imprinted itself on
the hearts and
minds of millions.
She was and is
Sylvia Plath and
Your Own, Sylvia is
a portrait of her
life, told in poems.
With photos and an
extensive list of
facts and sources to
round out the
reading experience,
Your Own, Sylvia is
a great curriculum
companion to
Plath's The Bell Jar
and Ariel, a
welcoming
introduction for
newcomers, and an
unflinching
valentine for the
devoted.
The Song of
Achilles Jun 19
2021
SHORTLISTED
FOR THE ORANGE
PRIZE FOR
FICTION 2012
Greece in the age of
heroes. Patroclus,
an awkward young
18/23

prince, has been
exiled to the court
of King Peleus and
his perfect son
Achilles. Despite
their differences,
Achilles befriends
the shamed prince,
and as they grow
into young men
skilled in the arts of
war and medicine,
their bond blossoms
into something
deeper - despite the
displeasure of
Achilles’s mother
Thetis, a cruel sea
goddess. But when
word comes that
Helen of Sparta has
been kidnapped,
Achilles must go to
war in distant Troy
and fulfill his
destiny. Torn
between love and
fear for his friend,
Patroclus goes with
him, little knowing
that the years that
follow will test
everything they
hold dear. Access Free
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Second Star to
the Right Sep 30
2019 On the face of
it, Leslie is a
normal, healthy,
well-adjusted
fourteen-year-old
girl. She goes to a
good school, has a
great friend in
Cavett, and a
mother who loves
her to the moon and
back. She should be
happy, yet she's
not. She would be,
she thinks, if only
she were thinner.
But ''thinking thin"
becomes a
dangerous
obsession and
Leslie's weight
drops to five stone,
threatening to
destroy her and the
whole fabric of her
family life. Only by
realizing that this
condition is an
illness -and one that
has its roots in a
deep problem -can
Leslie hope to
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survive.
Black Horses For
The King Jun 27
2019 Lord Artos is
on a historic quest to search out the
finest black horses
ever known to man.
He has vowed to
drive the invading
Saxons out of
Britain, and he
needs big, strong,
powerful horses to
carry his army into
battle. Galwyn, a
young Roman-Celt,
leaps at the chance
to accompany the
group, little
guessing the
adventure ahead of
him - or the price
he will have to pay
for his loyalty...
Wentworth Hall Jan
27 2022 In 1912
England, eighteenyear-old Maggie
Darlington returns
from France to
learn that her
father hopes to
restore the family
19/23

fortunes through
her marriage and
his guardianship of
two orphaned
teens, but
scandalous satires
in the newspaper
threaten to spoil his
plans and reveal
the family's many
secrets.
Caleb + Kate Oct
12 2020 "Romeo +
Juliet gets an
update in this story
of forbidden love.
Shakespeare's
never been so hip."
-- Jenny B. Jones,
author of The
Charmed Life
Series As the
popular darling of
the junior class and
heiress to the fivestar Monrovi Inn
empire, Kate has
both everything and
nothing. She's
bored with school
and life...until she
locks eyes with
Caleb at a school
Access
Free
dance. Caleb
is new
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to Kate's exclusive
prep school, and it's
clear he doesn't fit
in. In fact, he and
his dad work in
maintenance for
Kate's father. And
while Caleb knows
better than to
spend time with the
boss's daughter, it
seems that every
time he tries to
back away,
something pulls him
right back in. When
their parents
demand that they
are to stay away
from each other,
they learn of a fight
between their
families that
occurred more than
fifty years ago. It's
a mystery Kate
doesn't
understand...but a
legacy Caleb has
endured his entire
life. With the world
stacked against
them, Caleb and
Kate will have to
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walk by faith to find
the path that God
has planned for
them.
Parlor Games Jul
29 2019 A sparkling
historical novel
based on the
remarkable true
story of turn-of-thecentury con artist
May Dugas, once
dubbed America's
"Most Dangerous
Woman.” It’s 1887,
and eighteen-yearold May Dugas has
ventured to
Chicago in hopes of
earning enough
money to support
her family. Yet
when
circumstances force
her to take up
residence at the
city’s most
infamous bordello,
she chooses to use
her feminine wiles
to extract not only
sidelong looks but
also large sums of
money from the
20/23

men she
encounters.
Insinuating herself
into high society,
May lands a well-todo fiancé—until,
that is, a Pinkerton
detective named
Reed Doherty
intervenes. Reed
has made it his
mission to bring
May to justice, and
he pursues her
across the world,
from Shanghai to
London and back,
until he makes one
last daring attempt
to corner her. But
May still has a few
tricks up her
sleeve, tricks that
just might prove
she’s one tough
woman to catch.
The Football Girl
Mar 05 2020 For
every athlete or
sports fanatic who
knows she's just as
good as the guys.
This is for fans of
Access
Free
The Running
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by Wendelin Van
Draanen, Grace,
Gold, and Glory by
Gabrielle Douglass
and Breakaway:
Beyond the Goal by
Alex Morgan. The
summer before
Caleb and Tessa
enter high school,
friendship has
blossomed into a
relationship . . . and
their playful sports
days are coming to
an end. Caleb is
getting ready to try
out for the football
team, and Tessa is
training for crosscountry. But all
their structured
plans derail in the
final flag game
when they lose.
Tessa doesn’t want
to end her career as
a loser. She really
enjoys playing, and
if she’s being
honest, she likes it
even more than
running crosscountry. So what if
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she decided to play
football instead?
What would happen
between her and
Caleb? Or between
her two best
friends, who are
counting on her to
try out for crosscountry with them?
And will her
parents be upset
that she’s decided
to take her hobby to
the next level? This
summer Caleb and
Tessa figure out
just what it means
to be a boyfriend,
girlfriend,
teammate, best
friend, and
someone worth
cheering for. “A
great next choice
for readers who
have enjoyed
Catherine Gilbert
Murdock’s Dairy
Queen and Miranda
Kenneally’s
Catching
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fastpaced football
21/23

action, realistic
family drama, and
sweet
romance…[will
have] readers
looking for girlpowered sports
stories…find[ing]
plenty to
like.”—Booklist
“Tessa's ferocious
competitiveness is
appealing.”—Kirkus
Reviews “[The
Football Girl]
serve[s] to
illuminate the
appropriately
complicated
emotions both of a
young romance and
of pursuing a
dream. Heldring
writes with insight
and
restraint.”—The
Horn Book
Ingenue Oct 04
2022 "The roaring
twenties where
anything goes . . .
The second in this
sparkling trilogy
Access Free
full of romance,
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dancing and
secrecy."
Emma Mar 17
2021 Emma
Woodhouse's friend
and former
governess, Miss
Taylor, has just
married Mr.
Weston. Having
introduced them,
Emma takes credit
for their marriage
and decides that
she likes
matchmaking. After
returning home to
Hartfield with her
father, Emma
forges ahead with
her new interest
against the advice
of her sister's
brother-in-law, Mr.
Knightley. She
attempts to match
her new friend
Harriet Smith to
Mr. Elton, the local
vicar. Emma
persuades Harriet
to refuse a
marriage proposal
from Robert Martin,
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a respectable,
educated, and wellspoken young
farmer, though
Harriet likes him.
Mr. Elton, a social
climber, mistakenly
believes Emma is in
love with him and
proposes to her.
When Emma
reveals she believed
him attached to
Harriet, he is
outraged,
considering Harriet
socially inferior.
After Emma rejects
him, Mr. Elton goes
to Bath and returns
with a pretentious,
nouveau-riche wife,
as Mr. Knightley
expected he would
do. Harriet is
heartbroken, and
Emma feels
ashamed about
misleading her.
Echoes of Time
Dec 14 2020 "For
Etienne and me,
our love has always
left a trace. It
22/23

reigns over
kingdoms, and rules
over time. With
Etienne now in the
present day, the
echoes of time grow
louder. We must
face the answers
we seek to set
things right.
However, we must
be incredibly
careful. One false
move and
everything we love
will be destroyed.
And this time, could
be the end of our
surviving trace."-Page 4 of cover.
The Devilish
Pleasures of a
Duke Feb 13 2021
Award-winning
author Jillian
Hunter spins a
captivating tale of
sweet mystery,
reckless
temptation, and
scandalous desire.
Adrian Ruxley may
be a ruggedly
Access Free
charming rogue,
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but he’s not a man
to stand idly by
while a lady is
accosted—even at a
wedding organized
by the lady herself,
Emma Boscastle,
instructress in the
social graces at her
London academy
for young
gentlewomen.
Adrian confronts
the offender, a
scuffle ensues, and
now this smoothtalking heir is left
to recuperate under
Emma’s very roof,
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delighted to see the
deep concern in her
lovely face. She has
a charm no
scoundrel can
resist. Emma is
scandalized by her
own
behavior—seduced
by a handsome
stranger, indeed!
How will she be
able to hide her
indiscretion from
the perceptive
Boscastle siblings?
The divine passion
that Adrian has
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unleashed, and the
sensual delights he
has shown her,
have suddenly
turned Emma’s
days at the
fledgling academy
into a display of
impropriety and her
nights into a velvet
abyss of sensual
abandon. But as
their intimacy
reveals Adrian’s
turbulent secrets,
Emma is inspired to
her most ambitious
endeavor:
redeeming a rake.
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